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Two-fluid Braginskii codes have simulated open-field line turbulence for over a decade, and only recently has it become
possible to study these systems with continuum gyrokinetic codes. This work presents a first-of-its-kind comparison
between fluid and gyrokinetic models in open field-lines, using the GDB and Gkeyll codes to simulate interchange
turbulence in the Helimak device at the University of Texas. Partial agreement is attained in a number of diagnostic
channels of the fluid and gyrokinetic simulations when the sources and sheath boundary conditions (BCs) in GDB are
selected carefully. The radial profile of the fluctuation levels is qualitatively similar and quantitatively comparable
on the low-field side, although statistics such as moments of the probability density function and the high-frequency
spectrum show greater differences. This comparison indicates areas for future improvement in both simulations, such
as sheath BCs, as well as improvements in GDB like particle conservation and spatially varying thermal conductivity, in
order to achieve better fluid-gyrokinetic agreement and increase fidelity when simulating experiments.
I. MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW
Helical magnetic field devices, such as the Helimak (Uni-
versity of Texas) and TORPEX (EPFL), provide a useful en-
vironment for refining our understanding of open field-line
toroidal systems. These devices have important ingredients of
tokamak scrape-off layer (SOL) turbulence: parallel transport
onto sheath regions, turbulent cross-field transport, curvature
and ∇B drifts, and interaction with plasma-facing materials,
main chamber neutrals and radio-frequency (RF) sources. Nu-
merous aspects of tokamak fusion plasma operation are highly
dependent on the conditions in the SOL. The fusion perfor-
mance of the core, for example, is thought to be directly de-
pendent on the plasma temperature at the pedestal top1 which
is dynamically affected by the properties of the SOL plasma.
The SOL is the site of sometimes deleterious field-alignedmo-
tion of particles and heat towards the tiles of the vessel wall.
These are complicated and, to some extent, mitigated by the
cross-field transport spreading loads over a larger surface of
the wall2. Cross-field transport is not always desirable how-
ever, since coherent structures3 and edge-localized modes4
can also impact the walls and cause sputtering, penetration
of impurities and plasma cooling, all of which undermine the
performance of the core. Understanding these processes, and
gaining the ability to predict and optimize them, are highly
desirable for designing and operating future experiments.
One way to study and predict the time evolution of experi-
ments’ edge is through direct numerical simulation. This ap-
proach has been made possible with both fluid and kinetic
models in open field-line turbulent systems thanks to the ad-
vent of high-performance computing (HPC). In the next few
years HPC will take another major step as exascale supercom-
puters become available, which strategies for burning plasma
a)Also at Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory.; Electronic mail:
manafr@mit.edu
research plan to leverage in order to guide our understand-
ing of current experiments and help to optimize the design
of future devices5. A number of fluid and kinetic codes are
currently being developed and upgraded to take advantage of
these capabilities and deliver a realistic numerical description
of laboratory plasmas.
Full- f fluid codes, those which do not separate the evolu-
tion of equilibrium and fluctuating contributions to the plasma
parameters, have modeled helical open-field line turbulence
for over a decade6–9. These studies have consisted of solv-
ing a set of partial differential equations obtained from the
drift-reduction of the Braginskii or Mikhailovskii fluid equa-
tions. A number of assumptions employed then have been
done away with in modern Braginskii solvers, such a relaxing
the Boussinesq approximation, using realistic and spatially-
varying transport coefficients, including electromagnetic fluc-
tuations and more complex geometries. Among the notable
things uncovered by these studies are the appearance of large
sheared velocity flows that quench turbulence when sources
or field-line connection lengths are increased6, reminiscent of
the L-H transition in tokamaks. An early 2D solution of a
simplified Braginskii model was also compared against ex-
perimental data, showing good agreement in several channels
such as the global density and electron temperature profiles,
and the frequency spectra7. In global (not field-aligned) 3D
simulations, it was also possible to discern the transition from
interchange to drift-wave turbulence as one lowered the pitch
angle (increased connection length) and lowered the collision-
ality8.
As the collisionality decreases (or the temperature in-
creases) the use of the Braginskii equations is often put into
question, since these employ a short mean-free-path colli-
sional closure to the system of moments of the kinetic equa-
tion. Despite this limitation, a variety of Braginskii codes
have been developed recently to study the turbulence in the
hot boundary plasma of tokamaks. A great effort is under-
way to improve the accuracy and robustness of codes such as
TOKAM3X10, GBS11, GRILLIX12, BOUT++13 and GDB14. Despite
2their use of collisional fluid equations in less collisional envi-
ronments, several comparisons between their simulations and
experiments have yielded satisfactory agreement15,16. The re-
duced computational cost of fluid simulations also offer the
ability to perform more parameter scans and iterative numeri-
cal simulation, which is often necessary to uncover the under-
lying physics. Perhaps for this reason alone there may always
be an interest in fluid modeling, even if only as a step prior to
kinetic simulation.
Yet the possibility remains that collisionless and other ki-
netic effects play crucial roles in the dynamics of boundary
plasmas, and that these processes cannot be captured by Bra-
ginskii fluid codes. To address such concern several teams
are also developing fluid models that are not derived under
the assumption of strong collisionality17,18. Extensive work
is also being done in developing a new generation of solvers
for the 5D gyrokinetic equation, a version of the Boltzmann
kinetic equation averaged over the fast gyro-motion of parti-
cles around the magnetic field. Particle-in-cell (PIC) methods
have accomplished a solution of this equation in both open and
closed field lines; the XGC1 code, for example, has made valu-
able contributions to the prediction of heat-flux loads in cur-
rent and future devices19. There is interest in cross-validating
XGC1 results and also improving on its description of labora-
tory plasmas, for which other gyrokinetic codes are being de-
veloped, including GENE20, GYSELA21, ELMFIRE22, PICLS23
and COGENT24. Among continuum codes, Gkeyll pioneered
the simulation of gyrokinetic turbulence in open field lines25.
This approach was later used to study the SOL of the National
Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX)26, it had been incorpo-
rated in GENE to model the Large Plasma Device (LAPD)20,
and is also used to provide conducting-sheath boundary con-
ditions (BCs) in new PIC codes23.
Currently no single code has all the ingredients required
for a high degree of numerical realism. By comparing these
different tools, we can learn which physics are exclusively ki-
netic and not captured by fluid frameworks, which parameter
regimes can be safely studied with fluid models, and how one
description can inform the improvement of the other. There is
also interest in obtaining evidence of when certain numerical
or analytical simplifications make no discernible difference,
or when a given theoretical assumption proves too risky.
To this end, the Helimak device serves as a helpful testbed
for the description of collisional, open field-line toroidal plas-
mas with both fluid and gyrokinetic models. Additionally, de-
spite the simplified geometry and relatively high collisional-
ity of the Helimak, predictive capability is still unattained and
interesting open questions remain. We thus compared simu-
lations of this system with both the GDB two-fluid code and
the Gkeyll gyrokinetic code. Although more sophisticated
simulations of the Helimak are currently possible with these
tools, we choose to compare the first published gyrokinetic
simulations of Helimak27, with a version of GDB that incorpo-
rates some simplifications commonly used by other Braginskii
codes. In section II we describe the fluid and gyrokineticmod-
els, and some of the numerics employed to solve them. We
direct the reader to other publications for additional details on
the numerical methods of GDB14 and Gkeyll28,29. The results
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the Texas Helimak geometry. Field lines terminate
on bottom and top plates, where sheath regions are located.
of the fluid and gyrokinetic simulations are presented and an-
alyzed in section III, and we offer additional discussion and
conclusions in section IV.
II. DESCRIPTION OF GYROKINETIC AND FLUID
MODELS
In this section we present the gyrokinetic and fluid mod-
els used for this study and summarize their numerical aspects.
For further details on the numerical implementation we refer
the reader to the documentation on GDB14 and Gkeyll28. Both
codes have been used to study the Texas Helimak toroidal de-
vice consisting of a H = 2 m tall vessel with a rectangular
cross section 1 m wide (see figure 1). The major radius in
the center of the plasma is R0 = 1.1 m. The background he-
lical magnetic field B= B(R), composed of a toroidal Bt and
a vertical Bv component, starts at the bottom plate and winds
counterclockwise (as seen from above) until reaching the top
of the vessel. We consider experiments with large pitch angle
(∝ Bv/Bt) in which interchange modes with k‖ ≃ 0 dominate.
Thus, as one winds around themachine once (following a field
line) and displaces vertically by Ly = 2piRBv/Bt , there will be
little change in the plasma parameters. We can thus expect
periodicity after every vertical segment Ly long.
Gkeyll and GDB have been set up with field-aligned coor-
dinate systems, meaning (x,y,z) correspond to the radial (R),
binormal and field-aligned directions. The computational do-
main corresponds to a flux tube that begins at the bottom of
the device and after N =H/Ly turns ends at the top. The con-
nection length is thus Lc = 2piRN. Both computational do-
mains span the radial width of the vessel (x ∈ [0.6 m,1.6 m]),
the entire connection length (z ∈ [−Lc/2,Lc/2]), and have a
restricted periodic binormal extent (y ∈ [−Ly/2,Ly/2]). Fur-
ther explanation of the computational geometry can be found
in a previous publication on Gkeyll simulations of this ma-
chine27.
We focus on an Argon case (mi/me = 7.33× 104) with the
3magnetic field magnitude B(R= R0) = B0 = 0.1 T and a con-
nection length of Lc = 40 m. Given the counter-clockwise ro-
tation of the field, the unit vector along the background mag-
netic field is opposite the z-direction: b = B/B = −zˆ. We
neglect the shear in the magnetic field produced by the fact
that Bt ∝ R
−1 while Bv is constant. Other plasma parameters
are close to previous experiments and numerical simulations,
with the density ne0 = 10
16 m−3 and the electron temperature
Te0 = 10 eV. Ions do not have time to thermalize with the elec-
trons given the rapid charge-exchange and parallel losses, so
we assume cold ions (Ti0≪ Te0) but retain a finite temperature
of Ti0 = 1 eV (τ = Ti0/Te0 is the temperature ratio).
A. Gkeyll’s gyrokinetic model
We reproduce the description of the gyrokinetic model27
here for completeness and to motivate the choice of the
sources in the fluid model. We are concerned with the elec-
trostatic, long-wavelength limit (no Larmor-radius effects) of
the full- f gyrokinetic equation for the gyrocenter distribu-
tion function fs(x,v‖,µ , t). This entails the continuum kinetic
equation for species s
∂Js fs
∂ t
+∇ · Jsx˙ fs+ ∂
∂v‖
Jsv˙‖ fs = JsC[ fs]+JsSs, (1)
where C[ fs] incorporates the effects of collisions via the
Dougherty operator
C[ fs] = ∑
r
νsr
{
∂
∂v‖
[(
v‖− u‖sr
)
fs+ v
2
tsr
∂ fs
∂v‖
]
+
∂
∂ µ
[
2µ fs+ 2
msv
2
tsr
B
µ
∂ fs
∂ µ
]} (2)
and Ss is a source of particles and energy. For like-particle
collisions u‖sr = u‖s and v2tsr = v2ts = Ts/ms. Ion-electron col-
lisions are neglected and electron-ion collisions use u‖ei = u‖i
and v2tei = v
2
te+
(
u‖i− u‖e
)2
/3. The Jacobian of the coordinate
transformation is J = B⋆‖ withB⋆‖ =B+(Bv‖/Ωs)∇×b and
B⋆‖ = b ·B⋆‖ , where Ωs is the gyrofrequency of species s, and
we simply set B⋆‖ ≃ B. Given the Poisson bracket for this
Hamiltonian system
{F,G}= B
⋆
msB
⋆
‖
·
(
∇F
∂G
∂v‖
− ∂F
∂v‖
∇G
)
− 1
qsB
⋆
‖
b ·∇F×∇G,
(3)
the advection velocities in phase-space are x˙ = {x,H} and
v˙‖ = {v‖,H}, where the gyrocenter Hamiltonian is
Hs =
1
2
msv
2
‖+ µB+ qsφ . (4)
There are no Larmor-radius effects so we use φ in the Hamil-
tonian instead of the gyroaveraged potential 〈φ〉α . This gy-
rokinetic system is closed by the long-wavelength gyrokinetic
Poisson equation to compute the electrostatic potential:
−∇ · n
g
i0q
2
i ρ
2
s0
Te0
∇⊥φ = qin
g
i (x, t)− ene(x, t), (5)
with the ion sound gyro-radius ρs0= cse0/Ωi given in terms of
the zeroth-order ion sound speed cse0 =
√
Te0/mi at the refer-
ence temperature Te0. Note that the ion guiding-center density
on the left side of equation 5 is taken to be the spatially con-
stant, reference density. Similarly the variation of the mag-
netic field is not accounted for in the Poisson equation. This
is akin to the Boussinesq approximation commonly made in
Braginskii solvers.
The kinetic plasma model included the simplified phase-
space source given by
Ss(x,v‖,µ) = S0 exp
[
− (R−Rsrc)
2
2σ2src
]
FM(v‖,µ ,Tsrc). (6)
The velocity-space variation is given by the zero-flow normal-
ized Maxwellian with temperature Tsrc, FM(v‖,µ ,Tsrc). The
radial location and width of the source are given by Rsrc and
σsrc, respectively. In the experiment the heating is provided by
radio-frequency (RF) systems that interact with the electrons
at the electron-cyclotron and the upper-hybrid resonances, pri-
marily. Modeling this power source is complicated by the fact
that the resonance location is dependent on the time-evolving
plasma parameters. A practice of locating Ss at a mean loca-
tion of this resonance is followed here (Rsrc = 1.0 m), and the
width is chosen to be small to simulate an expected narrow
absorption layer (σsrc = 0.1 m). The appropriate amplitude
of the source, and also the steady-state plasma profiles, were
estimated with a 1D transport model26 assuming a balance of
the particle source (for a species s)
Sn,s(x) =
2piB
ms
∫
dv‖dµ Ss(x,v‖,µ) (7)
and the parallel loss rate, n(x,z)/τ‖, with the parallel transit
time defined as τ‖ = Lc/(2cs). The result is the approximate
steady-state profile
n(x,z) = np exp
[
− (R−Rsrc)
2
2σ2src
]
1+
√
1− z2/(Lc/2)2
2
(8)
The value of np = 4.48× 1017 m−3 was set such that the vol-
ume average of n(x,z) is equal to ne0. In order to maintain this
profile with the source in equation 7 one can show that the am-
plitude of the source in equation 6 must be S0 ≈ 9.77× 1019
m−3 s−1, but Gkeyll simulations were instead carried out
with S0 ≈ 12.98 · (4×1019 m−3)
√
(5/3)(Te+Ti)/mi/Lc =
8.6×1019 m−3 s−1. The temperature of the source’s
Maxwellian, Tsrc, was also informed by this 1D transport cal-
culation, which did not include parallel heat conduction. This
heat transport is significant, which is why a higher value of
Tsrc = (10/3)Te0 was employed. Since the source in equa-
tion 6 has a non-drifting distribution in velocity space there is
no net external addition of momentum, but there is an injec-
tion of energy given by
SE,s(x) =
2piB
ms
∫
dv‖dµ
(
1
2
msv
2
‖+ µB
)
Ss(x,v‖,µ). (9)
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FIG. 2. Particle (a) and energy (b) sources used in the gyrokinetic
and fluid simulations. Sources had no variation in y and z.
This gyrokinetic model is discretized with high-order dis-
continuous Galerkin (DG) schemes. Such approach can of-
fer increased accuracy at a reduced cost compared to other
numerical techniques, can be made to adapt to complex ge-
ometries, and improves data locality which is attractive for
high-performance computing. Explicit third-order Runge-
Kutta (SSP-RK3) time stepping was used. In this work the
discrete, piecewise-linear (p = 1) DG initial conditions and
sources are obtained by evaluating their analytic function at
the cell boundary nodes and using linear interpolation be-
tween them (more accurate quadrature methods are also avail-
able within Gkeyll). The sources at y = z = 0, for example,
are shown in figure 2. These figures are obtained by subdi-
viding the x domain into Nx(p+ 1) cells and plotting the cell-
center value of the source (Nx is the number of cells along x).
The boundary conditions (BCs) on the distribution func-
tion fs are zero-flux along x and periodic in y. The former
is consistent with a homogeneous Dirichlet condition on φ ,
which eliminates radial flows out of the domain. In the z di-
rection a model for conducting sheath BCs are used25,28. The
conducting sheath is produced by solving for the potential
at the sheath entrance, φsh = φ(z = ±Lc/2), with the Pois-
son equation 5. Electrons with velocities v‖ >
√
2eφsh/me
are lost through the sheath, while those with velocity lower
than this but directed towards the sheath are reflected. The
ions are allowed to pass through the sheath and become ab-
sorbed at whatever velocities they are accelerated to by the
potential. We simply require that there are no incoming
ions from the sheath, i.e. fi(x,y,z = −Lc/2,v‖,µ) = 0 and
fi(x,y,z = +Lc/2,v‖,µ) = 0 for v‖ ≥ 0 and v‖ ≤ 0, respec-
tively.
B. GDB’s two-fluid model
We employed the drift-reduced two-fluid Braginskii model.
These equations are obtained via a simplification of the
collisionally-closed two-fluid equations assuming time vari-
ations that are slow compared to the ion gyro-frequency,
d/dt ≪ Ωi. Under this assumption the lowest order perpen-
dicular flows are the E ×B (vE = cb×∇φ/B) and diamag-
netic flows (vds = cb×∇ps/(enB)). The reduction also in-
vokes quasineutrality, and discards the electron polarization
drift and some terms smaller by a factor of me/mi. We also do
not include collisional drift terms30. The result of such pro-
cedure31 is the following set of equations for the time rate of
change of the plasma density n, generalized vorticity ω , mean
field-aligned flows u‖s and temperatures Ts:
den
dt
=−2c
B
[
nC(φ)−
1
e
C(pe)
]
− n∇‖u‖e+ Sn+Dn (10)
∂ω
∂ t
=−∇ ·
(
nc2
B2Ωi
[φ ,h]+
ncu‖i
BΩi
∇‖h
)
+
1
e
∇‖ j‖
+
2c
eB
[
C(pe)+C(pi)
]− 1
3miΩi
C(Gi)+Dω (11)
deu‖e
dt
=− 1
me
(
∇‖pe
n
+ 0.71∇‖Te− e∇‖φ − eη‖ j‖
)
+
2cTe
eB
C(u‖e)
+
2
3
∇‖Ge
men
− u‖e
n
Sn+Du‖e (12)
diu‖i
dt
=− 1
mi
(
∇‖pi
n
− 0.71∇‖Te+ e∇‖φ + eη‖ j‖
)
− 2cTi
eB
C(u‖i)
+
2
3
∇‖Gi
min
− u‖i
n
Sn+Du‖i (13)
deTe
dt
=
2
3
Te
n
[
den
dt
+
1
Te
∇‖κe‖∇‖Te+
5n
meΩe
C(Te)+η‖
j2‖
Te
+
0.71
e
(
∇‖ j‖−
j‖
Te
∇‖Te
)
+
1
Te
SE,e− 3
2
Sn
]
+DTe
(14)
diTi
dt
=
2
3
Ti
n
[
din
dt
+
1
Ti
∇‖κ i‖∇‖Ti
− 5n
miΩi
C(Ti)+
1
Ti
SE,i− 3
2
Sn
]
+DTi . (15)
Note that these fluid equations appear in Gaussian units,
while the gyrokinetic model is written in SI units. Previ-
ous Braginskii simulations of Helimak, and some modern
tokamak fluid simulations11, do not evolve the ion temper-
ature in cases where this is thought to be small but in this
work we retain Ti(x, t). Equation 11 evolves the general-
ized vorticity ω = ∇ ·nch/(ΩiB), written in terms of the vec-
tor h = ∇φ +(∇pi)/(en). This equation has a contribution
in terms of Gs = η
s
0
{
2∇‖u‖s+ c
[
C(φ)+C(ps)/(qsn)
]
/B
}
, the
gyroviscous part of the stress tensor with ηs0 being the vis-
cosity of species s32. The time rate of change dsF/dt =
∂F/∂ t + c [φ ,F ]/B+ u‖s∇‖F is given in terms of the Pois-
son bracket [F,G] = b×∇F ·∇G and the parallel derivative
5z = −
Lc
2
zˆ
∆z
k = 1 k = 2
k = 3/2
φ− grid
u
s
− grid
k = 1/2
B
FIG. 3. Grids along the z direction in GDB showing staggering of u‖s
(diamonds) with the other quantities defined on the φ -grid (circles).
Here we only show a few cells near the upper sheath, at z =−Lc/2.
Cell centers are indexed by k.
∇‖F = b ·∇F . The effect of curvature of the magnetic field,
κ = −Rˆ/R, is captured by the operator C(F) = −b× κ ·∇F .
The coefficients κ s‖ and η‖ are the parallel heat diffusivity and
conductivity32. We use the notation j‖ = en(u‖i− u‖e) for the
parallel current.
Equations 10-15 include diffusion terms (DF ) added for nu-
merical stability consisting of both sixth-order perpendicular
and second-order parallel diffusion. The latter is not always
necessary for stability, but is needed in order to produce a
physical k‖ spectrum. There are also particle (Sn) and energy
(SE,s) sources (no momentum sources) given by
Sn(x,z) = S
fl
0 exp
[
− (R−Rsrc)
2
2σ2src
]
,
SE,e(x,z) = 1.87 · 3
2
Te0Sn(x,z),
SE,i(x,z) = 0.131 · 3
2
Ti0Sn(x,z),
(16)
where Sfl0 = 6.525× 1019. The form of these fluid source was
chosen to follow the plotted Gkeyll sources in figure 2. No-
tice that their amplitudes are lower than those obtained from
equations 7 and 9 with S0 = 8.6× 1019 m−3 s−1; this is ex-
plained in section III.
The fluid equations are solved by the finite difference code
GDB, and the numerical details are described in previous pub-
lications14,33. Here we only report on details of the numerical
implementation relevant to the comparison with Gkeyll and
pertaining the Helimak geometry. The BCs in the radial direc-
tion are homogeneous Dirichlet for φ and ω , and even sym-
metry BCs for n, Ts and u‖s. These symmetric BCs are imple-
mented by filling ghost cells so that there is symmetry about
the wall surface (at x=±Lx/2), but they do not enforce a zero-
gradient at the first and last radial grid points, thus allowing
fluxes to the walls. GDB uses a grid staggered in z for the paral-
lel velocities u‖s (see figure 3). Therefore the cell center coor-
dinates of the u‖s-grid are given by z
u‖s
k = (k−1)∆z−Lc/2 for
k ∈ [1,Nz+1], while the other quantities are defined on the φ -
grid with coordinates z
φ
k =(k−1/2)∆z−Lc/2 with k∈ [1,Nz].
Since we impose the lower limit of the Bohm criterion as a
sheath BC for u‖s2, in practice this means that at the upper
sheath, for example, we set (recall b=−zˆ)
u‖i,k=1/2 =−cs,k=1/2 =−
√
Te,k=1/2+Ti,k=1/2
mi
,
u‖e,k=1/2 =

−cs,k=1/2 exp
(
Λ− eφ
Te
)
k=1/2
φ > 0
−cs,k=1/2 exp(Λ) φ ≤ 0
(17)
where Λ = log
√
mi/[2pime(1+ τ)] and the temperatures and
potential at k = 1/2 are obtained via two-point linear extrap-
olation. We could instead impose the correct Bohm-sheath
criterion u‖i ≤−cs at this sheath by using homogeneous Neu-
mann BCs whenever the local flow is supersonic, but the in-
tention here is to employ techniques commonly used by other
Braginskii solvers.
Evolving the values of n, φ and Ts in the first and last cells
along z also requires parallel BCs for these quantities (and
ω). While many choices exist, researchers often choose those
which exhibit best numerical stability. Given that we know the
direction of the flow at the sheath entrance, we fill the z-ghost
cells (empty circles and diamonds in figure 3) such that an up-
wind stencil ensues. For example Ti,k=0 = 3(Ti,1−Ti,2)+Ti,3.
The calculation of parabolic terms (∝ ∇2‖) are computed using
homogeneous Neumann BCs, except for the heat diffusivity
terms discussed below.
We will distinguish between two different boundary condi-
tions for the heat diffusivity terms (∝ κ s‖) in the temperature
equations. Our first choice will be to use homogeneous Neu-
mann BCs, which lead to a zero-heat flux condition (q‖s = 0)
at the sheath. This is a common choice as it provides superior
numerical stability. However, finite conductive heat-fluxes en-
tering the sheath are measured experimentally, so we will also
explore the effect of q‖s 6= 0 BCs. We implement the latter by
imposing
q‖s =−κ s‖∇‖Ts =±γsnu‖sTs, (18)
where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to the top (bottom)
sheath, and γs is the sheath transmission coefficient. The
heat transmission coefficients employed here will be γe =
2+ |eφ |/Te and γi = 2.5Ti/Te. Note that this expression ne-
glects the convective and frictional parts of the heat-flux (ad-
dressed in section III). In practice the BC in equation 18 is
applied by filling the ghost cells accordingly; for example, at
the upper sheath this means
(lnTs)k=0 = (lnTs)k=1−
∆z
κ s‖
γsnu‖s
∣∣∣∣∣
k=1/2
. (19)
Note that GDB and many other Braginskii codes evolve
the logarithms of the density and the temperatures. This is
a widely used technique to guarantee the positivity of such
quantities. However a pitfall of this approach is that it be-
comes more challenging to have a conservative scheme. It is
common to ameliorate the effects of non-conservation, turbu-
lent cascades and the lack of upwinding with the use of addi-
tional numerical diffusion. Some Braginskii codes write such
6diffusive terms in conservative form34, but that requires either
an explicit treatment or solution to a nonlinear elliptic prob-
lem. In GDB we use diffusive terms of the form33,35
DF = χx ∂
6F
∂x6
+ χy
∂ 6F
∂y6
+ χ‖∇2‖F (20)
discretized with second-order centered finite differences. In
order to treat the perpendicular diffusion implicitly we apply
it on the logarithm of n and Ts.
The code solves a normalized form of equations 10-15,
given in appendix A. We make several additional approxima-
tions in order to make a comparison with a fluid model repre-
sentative of those used by other Braginskii solvers14. The first
of these is the Boussinesq approximation, which GDB is usu-
ally run without: ω =∇ ·ne0ch/(Ωi0B0). As noted in this def-
inition of the vorticity, we will examine GDB simulations with-
out the variation in the magnetic field amplitude, B= B0, and
will likewise use R = R0. Often this approximation is made
in the simulation of tokamak annuli because the radial extent
is small, and the impact of the radial variation in B is thought
to be small. We also disregard the spatial variation of the η‖,
ηs0 and κ
s
‖, though Gkeyll retained the spatial dependence in
the collisionality: νsr = νsr(x). These changes can modify the
simulation significantly depending on which diagnostic one
looks at31, but the intention here is to use assumptions and
simplifications typical in Braginskii simulations found in the
literature. Reporting on the effects of additional levels of com-
plexity is left for future publication.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we describe the data from the fluid and
gyrokinetic simulations of the Texas Helimak, and in the
following section offer additional analysis and discussion.
These simulations were carried out by providing Gkeyll and
GDBwith similar initial conditions (ICs). The initial density in
Gkeyll was matched in GDB by providing the following IC:
n(x,z, t = 0) =
np
4.9778
{
1.0661exp
[
− (R−Rsrc)
2
2σ2src
]
+ 0.1
}
× 1+
√
1− z2/(Lc/2)2
2
.
(21)
A small density floor was added to avoid positivity issues in
Gkeyll at early times. This initial profile was perturbed ran-
domly with small amplitude fluctuations. The radial and field-
aligned variation of this density profile is shown in figure 4.
Also shown there is the initial parallel ion velocity, given ap-
proximately as
u‖i(z, t = 0) = 1.275cse0
1−
√
1− z2/(Lc/2)2
z/(Lc/2)
. (22)
The electron parallel velocity was essentially zero at t = 0,
and there was a small temperature gradient which in GDB we
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FIG. 4. Density and ion parallel velocity initial conditions in the
gyrokinetic and fluid simulations. (a) Variation along R, and (b) field-
aligned variation.
modeled as
Te(x, t = 0) =
0.96
1+ 0.22x/R0
Te0,
Ti(x, t = 0) =
1.17
1+ 0.07x/R0
Ti0.
(23)
In GDB the initial vorticity was set to zero, while Gkeyll com-
putes the initial electrostatic potential from solving the Pois-
son equation 5.
These initial conditions were discretized, and the ensu-
ing solutions obtained, on a Gkeyll phase-space mesh of
48 × 24 × 16 × 10 × 5 cells and a piecewise-linear basis
(p = 1), while the GDB configuration-space grid employed
256× 128× 64 points. The velocity space domain was given
by [−vs,max,vs,max]× [0,3msv2s,max/(16B0)], where ve,max =
4vte0 = 4
√
Te0/me and vi,max = 6cse0 = 6
√
Te0/mi. The res-
olution of the kinetic simulation may seem coarse, but the
radial spectrum of the turbulence is well converged27. The
gyrokinetic simulation used 180000 CPU-hours on Skylake
nodes of the Texas Advanced Computing Center’s Stampede2
cluster to reach 16 ms, while the fluid calculation required
5600 CPU-hours on Dartmouth’s Discovery cluster’s Intel
Xeon E5-2643V4 nodes. The cost in units of CPU-hours
per milisecond, per degree of freedom is only 40% higher for
Gkeyll.
These simulations begin with a period of linear growth in
which fluctuation amplitudes increase due to free energy from
the pressure gradient and the curvature of the magnetic field.
This is typical of curvature-driven modes such as interchange
or ballooning modes. Fluctuations are visually imperceptible
in the short linear phase, but as they grow, they self-organize
into radial streamers and mushroom or blob-like structures
visible after ∼ 150 µs. As these formations saturate, they
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FIG. 5. Relative root-mean-square of the density fluctuations in the
z= 0 plane as a function of time. The saturation current Isat = n
√
Te
is used as a density proxy as is typically done with experimental
probe data. This fluid simulation used q‖s 6= 0 and 2.63Sfl0 .
modify the perpendicular fluxes and alter the parallel trans-
port. Eventually the simulation reaches a quasi-steady state in
which the sources are balanced by the transport and the sheath
losses and fluctuation levels saturate. This trend is illustrated
by the relative root-mean-square (RMS) fluctuation level in
figure 5. This fluctuation amplitude was calculated over the
z= 0 plane using the instantaneous y-average, δn = n−〈n〉y.
The RMS of these fluctuations was then normalized to 〈n〉xy.
Note that following the experimental convention, instead of
the density we use the saturation current Isat = ne
√
Te in com-
puting density fluctuations, but for simplicity refer to it as δn
unless stated otherwise. Figure 5 exhibits the first discrepancy
between the fluid and the gyrokinetic simulations: the inte-
grated relative root-mean-square fluctuation level (computed
with the y-average) at z= 0 is about twice as high in the fluid
than in the gyrokinetic simulation. We will later see that this
may be dominated by fluctuations levels in the high-field side
of the fluid simulation, on which parallel heat-flux BCs have a
significant impact. This is also considerably higher than previ-
ous fluid simulations, with much simpler models, of Helimak
obtained7.
Major differences also arise in the global y- and time-
averaged density and electron temperature profiles (figure 6)
as a function of major radius. Time averages were car-
ried out in the 10− 16 ms window, which is larger than the
Lc/(2cse0) ∼ 4 ms ion transit time and at which point turbu-
lence level is saturated. The profiles presented here, unless
stated otherwise, are measured at the bottom sheath because
that is one place where probe measurements are taken in the
experiment. With q‖s = 0 BCs the peak density is roughly
twice as large in the Gkeyll calculation than in the GDB re-
sult. At the same time, GDB predicts a Te that is 67% greater
than the gyrokinetic Te. The Gkeyll sheath BCs allow a par-
ticle flux out of the simulation that carries heat with it, while
our first GDB simulation explicitly imposed ∇‖Ts = 0 in the
heat-flux terms of temperature equations 14-15. In order to
allow for a finite heat-flux into the sheath we implemented
the BC in equations 18-19 in GDB. This lowered the electron
temperature at the sheath, and coincidentally nearly matched
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FIG. 6. Mean electron density (a) and temperature (b) profiles
as a function of major radius in fluid and gyrokinetic simulations.
Fluid profiles are given for the simulations with boundary conditions:
∇‖Ts = 0 (effectively q‖s = 0), q‖s 6= 0 and qtot‖e 6= 0.
Gkeyll’s peak Te (see that orange dash-dot line in figure 6b).
The considerable difference in the electron temperature of
the q‖s = 0 and q‖s 6= 0 fluid simulations is a result of the
BCs in equations 18-19 extracting a disproportionate amount
of heat. Such BCs were setting the entire electron heat flux
(γeneu‖eTe) to equal the conductive component, while a more
appropriate BC takes into account the convective and fric-
tional components as well. Hence one could instead consider
the following BC at z=±Lc/2:
qtot‖e = neu‖e
(
5
2
Te+
1
2
meu
2
‖e
)
−κe‖∇‖Te
+ 0.71neTe
(
u‖e− u‖i
)
=±γeneu‖eTe,
(24)
although in GDB the meu
2
‖e term was neglected as small com-
pared to Te. This q
tot
‖e 6= 0 BC effectively sets the conductive
heat flux to be smaller that in the q‖s 6= 0 simulation. The
result is a slower release of heat through the sheath and thus
a larger electron temperature across the plasma compared to
q‖s 6= 0 BCs (see the purple dashed line in figure 6). The
gamut of zero and finite heat-flux BCs has been employed by
the body of Braginskii codes in the past. Such codes some-
times set q‖s= 011, but other times they use variations of finite
heat-flux BCs. For example, the q‖s 6= 0 BCs in equations 18-
19 are sometimes used in other Braginskii codes, albeit with
a sheath transmission coefficient (γe) that takes into account
the (5/2)Te term in equation 24
34,36. Although qtot‖e 6= 0 BCs
are more accurate, in what follows we only use the q‖s 6= 0
BCs of equations 18-19, because on this occasion, in combi-
nation with the other approximations made, they produced a
peak fluid Te closer to the maximum gyrokinetic Te.
Another observation on the consequences of q‖s BCs is that
despite the temperature drop caused by the q‖s 6= 0 heat-sink,
the peak density remained unaltered (compare orange dotted
and dash-dot lines in figure 6a). Since sheath physics play an
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FIG. 7. Time trace of the total number of electrons in the fluid simu-
lations with zero heat-flux (dotted line) and finite heat-flux (dash-dot
line) BCs.
important role in this system, one might have expected that
lowering Te would cause cs to decrease and, hence, the out-
flow of particles to slow down and thus the density to increase.
The change between the two orange lines in figure 6a does in-
dicate an increase in the average density, and the particle loss
rate did decrease when the heat-flux was allowed to be finite at
the sheath entrance. This change is demonstrated in figure 7,
showing the time trace of the number of electrons through-
out the fluid simulations. At the end of the 16 ms period the
q‖s 6= 0 simulation has nearly ∼34% more electrons in it than
the zero heat-flux counterpart. The fact that the peak density
remained constant suggests that the perpendicular transport
and conservation errors jointly increased to meet the weaken-
ing parallel losses.
It is still surprising that the gyrokinetic simulation yielded
a much higher peak density and an entirely different den-
sity profile. A more careful examination of the sources re-
veals that the GDB simulation actually used a smaller particle
fuel rate than that in Gkeyll. Part of the reason for this re-
lates to the nature of the DG representation. The source in
Gkeyll is a DG representation of equation 6 constructed by
evaluating such function at cell-boundary nodes. The particle
source in GDB (equation 16) was chosen to match the plot-
ted Gkeyll source (in figure 2). The Gkeyll lines in these
plots were created by evaluating the cell-center value on a
grid with Nx(p+ 1) cells. But note that the maximum value
does not necessarily occur at these plotted coordinates, or at
the cell nodes where the function was evaluated to construct
the DG representation. We can plot the local piecewise lin-
ear representation (dashed red line in figure 8a) to confirm
that Gkeyll actually has a higher value source than we had
previously interpreted. Plotting and post-processing DG data
can sometimes require subtle consideration of the underlying
higher-order nature of the solution in order to avoid these er-
rors. Another way to appreciate this nuance is by discretizing
and plotting Sn with increasing resolution (figure 8b): the am-
plitude converges towards the S0 = 8.6× 1019 m−3 s−1 men-
tioned in section II. The dashed orange line is significantly
lower amplitude because at this coarse resolution the maxi-
mum of the Gaussian source lies farther from and drops off
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FIG. 8. (a) Gkeyll particle source (Sn) plotted in figure 6a using cell-
center values on a grid with Nx(p+1) (solid blue), and its discontin-
uous piecewise-linear representation (dashed red). (b) Gkeyll Sn
interpolated onto an Nx(p+1) grid with varying resolution.
fast towards the cell-boundary nodes where equation 6 was
evaluated to construct the DG representation. The plots with
Nx = 48 do not imply that the Gkeyll simulation used a lower
source than it should have been, but rather highlight that the
projection of a function onto the DG basis needs to be care-
fully analyzed.
Rather than roughly matching the plotted the fluid and gy-
rokinetic sources, it is more suitable to guarantee that volume
integrals of such sources agree. In order to match the vol-
ume integral of Gkeyll’s density source rate (using only its
cell averages and a composite trapezoidal method) it became
necessary to increase the particle source rate in the fluid calcu-
lation (equation 16) by 20%, and the heat sources by 22.94%.
The fluid simulation was re-run with this 1.2Sfl0 source ampli-
tude, keeping other parameters fixed. In figure 9 we show the
effect on the time- and y-averaged radial density and electron
temperature profiles and compare the GDB result (using q‖s 6= 0
BCs) with Gkeyll’s. Increasing the sources by 20% did not
alter the electron temperature profile significantly; only slight
modifications are seen across the entire radius. The peak den-
sity only increased by about 16%, and still remained signif-
icantly far away from the gyrokinetic density profile. The
fact that the cross-field turbulent spreading does not appear to
increase, because the boundary values and profile were rela-
tively unchanged, suggests that the parallel transport is strong
and likely convects any excess particle input out the sheaths.
Increasing the sources in GDB by 50% and by 125% failed to
match the Gkeyll profiles. In order to approach the gyroki-
netic peak density we had to augment the fluid sources by a
factor of ∼ 2.63 (163%), shown by the red dashed line in fig-
ure 9. It is possible to slightly adjust the GDB particle and
temperature sources independently in order to match the gy-
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FIG. 9. Electron density (a) and temperature (b) in the gyrokinetic
simulation (solid blue) compared to those in q‖s 6= 0 fluid simulations
with the sources increased by 20% and 163% from the initial Sfl0 .
rokinetic peak values of both n and Te.
With the 2.63Sfl0 source, the difference in profile maxima for
the fluid and gyrokinetic simulations is 0.6% for n and 8.6%
for Te, and substantial differences can be seen in their profiles.
Perpendicular particle transport more effectively widens the
density profile in Gkeyll, resulting in higher densities and
lower gradients on the low-field side. There is also a sharp
drop in the gyrokinetic electron density at R ≈ 1.6 m that is
absent in the GDB data, which might be caused the differences
in the radial BCs; GDB is allowing radial fluxes to the wall,
while Gkeyll is not (section II). On the outboard side both
codes produce a similar Te profile, albeit shifted down by al-
most 1 eV in the fluid simulation. On the high-field side, the
Te profile is more than ten times larger in the Gkeyll data.
There is a minimum of Te,min = 1.7 eV that can be resolved by
Gkeyll in order to maintain a positive distribution function
with this resolution25, but even experimental data suggests
Te ∼ 2.5 eV near R∼ 0.8 (see figure 8b in27). The extremely
low GDB high-field side Te is caused by a the choice of q‖s 6= 0
BCs, which as explained earlier, can cause the electrons to
cool too rapidly because they neglect effects from convective
and friction terms (compare dashed purple and dash-dot or-
ange lines in figure 6). Accounting for these terms in finite
heat-flux BCs, as well as using a spatially varying heat con-
ductivity (κe‖) will substantially increase the electron temper-
ature on the high-field side.
In addition to the differences between the gyrokinetic and
the 2.63Sfl0 fluid simulations, we note that both fluid and gy-
rokinetic global profiles (figure 9) exhibit discrepancies com-
pared to the experimentally measured, bottom-sheath equilib-
rium profiles27. Although the peak experimental density is
close in magnitude to the simulated results, the experimental
radial profiles have stronger local gradients, indicating weaker
cross-field transport. Also, the experimental Te profile has a
higher peak value located at larger radii.
The partial agreement we did attain in fluid and gyrokinetic
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density profiles came at the expense of fueling GDB 2.1875
times more strongly (2.63Sfl0), compared to the simulation that
matched the volume integrated sources (1.2Sfl0). One may first
suspect that the gyrokinetic model of conducting sheath BCs
yields a slower outflow, but that is not the case as the integral
of nu‖e over the sheaths demonstrate (figure 10). In addition
to the radial particle fluxes to the wall allowed in GDB, an-
other candidate explanation for the additional particle loss is
that GDB, like most other Braginskii codes, is not conservative.
Formulation errors (e.g. approximations to B(R) and geomet-
ric factors), discretization errors (e.g. from non-conservative
finite differences using lnne instead of conservative finite dif-
ferences using ne), and numerical diffusion can conspire to
break particle conservation. Figure 10 is evidence that non-
conservation errors can be O(1); even though the volume in-
tegrated density is in quasi-steady state the parallel flux to the
end plates is only about half of the input source in the fluid
code, meaning that the other half of the particles are being lost
mostly due to some other errors, either due to the formulation
of the fluid equations or numerical errors.
The aforementioned diffusion terms are nonetheless
thought to be small in these GDB runs (see reported values in
appendix A), but its true impact depends on the resolution and
the turbulent scales generated by the regime one is simulat-
ing. We can examine the volume integral of each of the terms
in the density equation (figure 11) and confirm the relative
smallness of the diffusion terms (blue diamonds). This anal-
ysis also confirms a concerning imbalance between parallel
losses and sources: the former only accounts for 54% of the
latter towards the end of the simulation (compare orange dash-
dot line and green circles). This gap is all the more puzzling
since the particle accounting error
EN˙ =
〈
∂n
∂ t
∣∣∣
FDT
〉
xyz
−
(
−〈∇ ·nve⊥〉xyz−
〈
∇‖nu‖e
〉
xyz
+〈Sn〉xyz+ 〈nDlnn〉xyz
)
,
(25)
with the first term measured with finite differences in time and
∇ ·nve⊥ = (c/B)[φ ,n]+ (2c/B)
[
nC(φ)−C(pe)/e
]
, appears to
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FIG. 11. Volume integrated terms in the normalized density equa-
tion 10 in the GDB simulation with q‖s 6= 0 and 2.63Sfl0 (see normal-
ization in section A). The blue line (∂n/∂ t) is computed using a cen-
tered finite difference in time between snapshots 6.06 µs apart, and
the grey dotted line shows ∂n/∂ t minus all the other lines. A 96 µs
moving average was applied to all lines before plotting.
be negligible (dotted grey line). This seemingly small error is
only possible because ∂n/∂ t is on average not zero, and be-
cause the volume integral of ∇ ·nve⊥ does not vanish despite
the BCs on φ (homogeneous Dirichlet in x and periodic in y).
A non-vanishing
∫
d3x∇·nvE may indirectly affect the par-
allel sheath losses, so we are interested in ensuring this ba-
sic feature. We illustrate this with a concrete simpler exam-
ple, neglecting the vertical field in the Helimak and consid-
ering a purely toroidal field with B in the −ϕ direction over
a small, periodic extent in y confined by perfectly conduct-
ing walls in x. Adopt a coordinate system (x,y,z) related to
cylindrical coordinates by (x,y,z) = (R,Z,−R0ϕ), where Z
is the vertical coordinate and ϕ the toroidal angle. In this
case the volume element is then dRdZRdϕ and we write this
as dRdZR0 dϕ(R/R0) = dxdydz(R/R0) = d
3
x(R/R0). The
E×B particle balance entails
∂Ne
∂ t
=−
∫
d3x
R
R0
{
c
B
[φ ,ne]+
2c
B
neC(φ)
}
,
=−
∫
d3x
R
R0
c
B
{(
∂φ
∂y
∂ne
∂x
− ∂φ
∂x
∂ne
∂y
)
+ 2neC(φ)
}
,
=−
∫
d3x
R
R0
c
B
{[
∂
∂x
(
∂φ
∂y
ne
)
− ∂
∂y
(
∂φ
∂x
ne
)]
+
2
R
ne
∂φ
∂y
}
,
=−
∫
dxdydz
R
R0
[
c
B
∂
∂x
(
∂φ
∂y
ne
)
+
2c
BR
ne
∂φ
∂y
]
,
(26)
where we made use of the periodic BCs along y and the equal-
ity of mixed partials. For particle number to be conserved in
this isolated E×B system it must be that the first term in equa-
tion 26 cancels the second.
In the Helimak scenario such cancellation leads to the bal-
ance between sources and parallel losses, but this balancing
was only partial in GDB because of modifications to the treat-
ment and analysis of the E×B terms compared to what is in
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FIG. 12. Similar to figure 11, this plot shows volume integrated terms
in the normalized density equation 10, but for a GDB simulation with
q‖s 6= 0, 2.45Sfl0 and keeping R= R(x) and B= B(R) as the analysis
in equation 26 suggests. We can see that by including these depen-
dencies the volume-integrated perpendicular flux does vanish.
equation 26. The equations used in GDB so far account for
the variation in B in the curvature term (1/(BR) = 1 in the
second term of equation 26), but they replace B→ B0 in the
E × B nonlinearities (c/B→ c/B0 in the first term of equa-
tion 26). This approximation is often invoked in annulus stud-
ies of tokamak SOLs because the variation in R across that
domain is thought to be small. It is often thought to be a small
correction on in the turbulent time-scale
√
LpeR/2/cse0 ≃√
0.27m ·1.2m/2/(3.5× 103m/s) = 0.115 ms, but these er-
rors build up and become significant on the confinement time
scale Lc/cs ≈ 8 ms. Furthermore, as Braginskii codes increas-
ingly model larger radial domains the thin annulus approxi-
mation incurs ever larger inaccuracies. For the Helimak case
presented here B changes by a factor of 8/3≈ 2.7, and setting
1/B= 1 in the E×B term and R/R0 = 1 in the equivalent par-
ticle balance shown in figure 11 causes the volume integrals of
n∇·vE and vE ·∇n to not cancel each other, and
∫
d3x∇ ·nve⊥
to not vanish. We can estimate the relative size of this error
contribution, defining 〈 f 〉= ∫ d3x f/(∫ d3x), as
∫
d3x 2c
BR
ne1
∂φ
∂y∫
d3x∇‖neu‖e
∼
LxLyLc
〈
2c
BR
ne1
∂φ1
∂y
〉
2LxLyne0cse0
∼ ρs
R
Lc
L⊥
〈
ne1
ne0
eφ1
Te0
〉
,
(27)
which can result inO(1) accumulated errors (we assumed as-
sumed maximally out of phase density and potential fluctua-
tions of the samemagnitude and estimated ∂yφ1∼L−1⊥ φ1, with
L⊥ a characteristic fluctuation perpendicular length scale).
Note that even in a tokamak SOL, where ρs/R is small, this
error can be significant because the parallel connection length
can be very large and O(1) perturbations can occur. Had we
also included the 1/B(R) factors in the E×B nonlinearities we
would find that the diffusion terms and the errors in particle
balance (equivalent of blue diamonds and dashed grey line in
figure 11) account for about 21% of the plasma injected, the
non-zero ∂n/∂ t for ∼ 9% and the rest is lost to the sheaths
(see figure 12).
The R→ R0 approximation made in these GDB simulations
(except for that in figure 12) is representative of previous Bra-
11
ginskii turbulence work in the literature, and that with an en-
hanced source of 2.63Sfl0 produced approximately the same
regime as the gyrokinetic simulation. Hence, in what fol-
lows we compare Gkeyll results with such GDB simulation
(2.63Sfl0 , q‖s 6= 0 and 1/B → 1 in E × B convective terms)
in more detail. A snapshot of the plasma density, electron
temperature and electrostatic potential at 10 ms is given in
figure 13 (colors set by the extrema in the gyrokinetic data).
Instantaneous maxima can be very different in the two simu-
lations even if the y and time averaged profiles have similar
maximum values, hence the bright yellow region in the snap-
shot of the fluid density. This maximal region suggests that
radial transport is weaker there, while the Gkeyll simulation
appears to spread out the plasma radially more effectively.
This is consistent with the average n profile in figure 9. Fur-
thermore, fluctuations in GDB seem have finer-scale structure,
suggestive of a different k⊥ spectrum and perhaps a smaller
correlation length. The difference in radial turbulent spread-
ing is also visible in the Te snapshot of figure 13. The right-
most column of this figure depicts relatively smooth φ profiles
that do not resemble the plasma density fluctuations, indicat-
ing a significant departure from adiabaticity.
Looking at these snapshots a reader may be inclined to
think that the gyrokinetic simulation is not well-resolved or
that it is too diffusive. The smoother, larger perpendicular
scales of the fluctuations in the gyrokinetic pictures of fig-
ure 13 are likely not a product of numerical diffusion since
Gkeyll is a conservative code. Though the spatial resolution
of Gkeyll is less than GDB’s, the convergence of the radial
(kx) spectrum upon grid refinement
27 and the similarities with
GDB in quantities compared below suggests that the resolu-
tion is sufficient. It is still possible that metrics other than
the kx spectrum would have shown greater variance. This was
not explored exhaustively, and higher resolution simulations
with the new, faster version of Gkeyllmay shed light on this
point. Readers may recall, however, that it is longer wave-
length modes that tend to drive most of the transport, and
achieving fine-scale agreement between Gkeyll and GDBmay
only affect the more intricate details of the turbulence.
Such qualitative differences arise throughout movies of the
plasma density, yet these videos also reveal similarities in the
binormal flows of both simulations. We obtained the time
and y-averaged binormal component of the E×B drift veloc-
ity from both simulations and plot them in figure 14. These
sub-sonic flows are particularly comparable on the low-field
side where most of turbulence is located. The maximum vE is
only 6% higher in the fluid simulation and is located 3 cm
farther out than the R = 1.2 m location of the gyrokinetic
peak vE . An estimate of the experimental E ×B profile us-
ing φexp = ΛTe,exp/e leads to the conclusion that both the fluid
and gyrokinetic simulation produce a vE that is quite differ-
ent from that in the experiment27. As explained in such pre-
vious work, there is an important vertical component to the
E×B flow that can be larger than the vertical projection of the
parallel sonic flows. Incorporating these effects would require
a more accurate description of the geometry and is beyond the
scope of this work.
Continuing with the examination of flows, we compared
parallel ion velocities from the GDB and Gkeyll simulations
by averaging u‖i in y and time at R= 1.24 m (figure 15). Near
the center of the z-domain, u‖i is nearly equivalent in both
models, but there are slight differences in gradients and more
significant differences near the sheath. The larger u‖i gradient
in the fluid simulation may seem suggestive a stronger particle
outflow and thus a need for greater source rates, but as we
now know the integrated particle flux out is similar for both
codes (figure 10). Ultimately the parallel losses are set by the
exit value of the flux, which depends on a non-trivial density
profile and the exit parallel velocity. The latter is forced to
u‖i = ±cs in GDB, while Gkeyll’s conducting sheath model
does not enforce the Bohm criterion, which could explain the
differences in u‖i near the sheath. In this case, the gyrokinetic
parallel ion flow at the sheath entrance was 23% lower than the
local y and time averaged value of the sound speed (Ti ≪ Te
there).
A more complete picture is developed by considering the
variation of u‖i across the radius of the machine. Figure 16
illustrates that departures from the Bohm criterion in the gy-
rokinetic simulation are even greater near the source region
(compare solid blue line with blue crosses). The difference
between the fluid u‖i and cse at R < 0.9 m is a consequence
of enforcing u‖i = ±cs =
√
(Te+Ti)/m and that Ti > Te in
the high-field region. On the other side, in the low-field re-
gion where most of the plasma is found, GDB’s u‖i is almost
consistently greater than that in Gkeyll. Therefore, the par-
allel transit Lc/(2u‖i) is slower in the gyrokinetic simulation
and the plasma has more time to transport radially across field
lines, in agreement with the average density profiles and tur-
bulent snapshots presented above.
Weaker parallel flows are generally associated with more
cross-field transport. However, the gyrokinetic simulation
shows lower turbulence levels than the fluid simulation as
measured by the relative RMS fluctuations using the instanta-
neous y-average at z= 0 (figure 5). The presence of fine-scale
structures in the y direction of the fluid simulation seen in fig-
ure 13 does not explain this discrepancy since lower ky modes
tend to drive most of the transport. We, therefore, compared
the δnrms radial profile in figure 17 using δn = n−〈n〉y,t , i.e.
the time and y average instead of the instantaneous y-average
alone. The peak relative fluctuation level occurs at the same
location for both the fluid and gyrokinetic simulations, though
it is 25% higher in GDB and it occurs on the high-field side
where many other discrepancies between the codes are seen
(e.g., time-averaged profiles in figure 9). On the low-field side
Gkeyll’s relative δnrms is in fact slightly lower than GDB’s,
so the more effective cross-field spreading of the gyrokinetic
density is likely a more direct consequence of the difference
in the flows.
These RMS fluctuation profiles are nevertheless qualita-
tively similar: peaking in the high-field region and relatively
flat in the outboard side. Fluctuations also have comparable
qualities in the parallel direction. Take the power in the kz
spectra of the density fluctuations in both simulations, for ex-
ample (figure 18, using density fluctuations computed with
δn = n− 〈n〉y). The Gkeyll spectrum was computed by
Fourier transforming cell-average values. The y- and time-
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FIG. 13. Snapshots of the z= 0 plasma density (left column, in m−3), electron temperature (center column, in eV) and electrostatic potential
(right column, in volts) in the gyrokinetic (top row) and fluid (bottom row) simulations at t = 10 ms. Colors scaled by gyrokinetic data.
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FIG. 14. Binormal component of the E×B drift normalized to the
reference sound speed, averaged over y and time.
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FIG. 15. y and time averaged ion parallel velocity at R= 1.24 m in
the gyrokinetic (solid blue) and fluid (orange dash-dot) simulations.
We also show the time and y averaged zeroth-order sound speed (at
the same R) in the gyrokinetic (blue crosses) and fluid (orange cir-
cles) calculations.
averaged spectra in figure 18 both decay rapidly beyond kz =
0. This kz ≈ 0 feature is characteristic of the interchange tur-
bulent regime, which is predicted for the high field-line pitch
angle used in these simulations8. The lack of power in high kz
modes is also observed in snapshots of the plasma density in
x− z at t = 10 ms (figure 19), with both simulations showing
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FIG. 16. Ion parallel velocity, y and time averaged, at the bottom
sheath as a function of radius in the gyrokinetic (solid blue) and fluid
(orange dash-dot) simulations. Also shown is the time and y averaged
zeroth-order sound speed in the gyrokinetic (blue crosses) and fluid
(orange circles) calculations.
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FIG. 17. Relative root-mean-square fluctuation density profile for
gyrokinetic (solid blue) and fluid (orange dash-dot) simulations.
little variation along field lines.
The fluid kz spectrum was higher than Gkeyll’s for all fi-
nite kz modes, thoughwe note that GDB’s spectra can be altered
artificially by the use of additional numerical parallel diffu-
sion. The GDB code is able to run with χ‖ = 0 but a centered
finite-difference scheme without any upwinding can generate
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FIG. 18. Spectra of the density fluctuations along z, averaged over
y and time. The gyrokinetic spectra was also averaged over x, while
the fluid data only averaged the spectra at the locations R= 0.83 m,
R= 1.0 m, and R= 1.24 m.
more kz 6= 0 structures, significantly altering the parallel spec-
trum. Hence, small parallel diffusion terms were included, as
indicated in appendix A. Finite parallel diffusion has stability
benefits and is also used to regularize the kz spectrum, though
it was not adjusted deliberately to match Gkeyll results.
We also observed similarities in frequency-domain power
distribution. As done in previous analysis of Gkeyll data27,
we multiplied the time signal of the fluctuations δn= n−〈n〉t
by a Hann window
δnw(ti) =
[
1− cos
(
2pi
Nt − 1 i
)]
δn(ti) (28)
to account for the fact that the fluctuation data is not peri-
odic at the first and last time frames, t0 and tNt−1, respectively.
Upon Fourier transforming this quantity to the frequency do-
main, we compute the normalized power spectra via
P( f ) =
〈|δnw( f )|2〉
∑ f (∆ f )〈|δnw( f )|2〉
. (29)
By using a 6 ms time signal, we resolved the frequency do-
main with a frequency spacing of ∆ f = 168 Hz in Gkeyll and
∆ f = 166 Hz in GDB. The frequency spectra (multiplied by
the frequency) given in figure 20 were computed at the lo-
cation of maximum E ×B drift in Gkeyll (R = 1.2 m) and
near the location of maximum E ×B drift in GDB (R = 1.24
m). The fluid and gyrokinetic frequency spectra are compara-
ble in the region where values are greatest, 1− 10 kHz. The
spectra peak at slightly different frequencies, both of which
are higher than the experimental peak27. The spectrum mag-
nitude for GDB is larger than Gkeyll in the high frequency
region. For example, at the highest frequency resolved by
Gkeyll (50 kHz), the power was an order of magnitude lower
compared to the GDB spectrum. This may be associated with
the rapidly-changing small-scale structures observed in GDB,
which could alter the spatial and temporal spectra, while only
having a minimal effect on turbulent transport.
Finally, we probed statistical properties of the turbulence
via the moments of the fluctuations’ probability density func-
tion. The skewness and the excess kurtosis of the fluctuations
as a function of radius are given in figure 21. Concurrent with
the agreement in the location of the peak δnrms/〈n〉y,t near
R = 0.9 m (figure 17), there is also agreement between the
fluid and gyrokinetic simulations in the location of maximum
skewness and excess kurtosis. There is a second peak in the
fluid data at R≈ 0.76 m that is absent in the gyrokinetic sim-
ulation. Additionally, both skewness and kurtosis were con-
sistently larger on the low-field side in Gkeyll, which corre-
sponds to a flatter density profile in this region and is consis-
tent with previous analyses of intermittent turbulence37.
IV. SUMMARY AND FURTHER DISCUSSION
We have presented a detailed comparison of plasma turbu-
lence simulations on open-field lines produced by the fluid
code GDB and the gyrokinetic code Gkeyll. Though we ob-
served differences in the high- f spectrum, the skewness and
kurtosis of density fluctuations, and the density gradients,
many other quantities exhibited relative agreement. For ex-
ample, turbulent structures were qualitatively similar in x-y
snapshots, and E × B flow and turbulent fluctuation profiles
were qualitatively, as well as in some cases quantitatively,
close. Parallel power spectra from both codes were consis-
tent with turbulence that is mostly interchange-driven. Differ-
ences between steady-state profiles led to adjustments in the
GDB source rates, and to a robust implementation of fluid par-
allel finite heat-flux BCs. These BCs are sometimes avoided
by other Braginskii turbulence codes but have nonetheless an
important impact on temperature profiles. Two versions of
finite heat-flux BCs were tested; in both cases the high-field
side Te was much smaller in GDB than in Gkeyll; but those ac-
counting for convective and frictional contributions (qtot‖e 6= 0)
lead to a considerable increase of the electron temperature in
that region. Including the spatial variation of κ s‖ (supported
in GDB but used here) may increase the fluid Te there further
by reducing the amount of heat extracted in regions where
Te < Te0.
Closing the gap between GDB and Gkeyll will likely need
enhancements to the latter as well. A reader may expect
that a Braginskii model, as moments of the kinetic equation,
would produce similar results to those obtained by solving the
(long wavelength) gyrokinetic equation for this highly colli-
sional plasma. However, aside from the drift-reduction as-
sumed in GDB, the Braginskii equations used here cannot be
derived by taking moments of Gkeyll’s gyrokinetic equa-
tion 1. One conflict is that finite Larmor radius (FLR) ef-
fects are only partially incorporated in the Gkeyll model via
the Poisson equation (5) but not included in the gyrokinetic
equation (1). It would be necessary to include FLR effects in
order to derive the correct gyroviscous terms from moments
of the gyrokinetic equations. Another obstacle is Gkeyll’s
model collision operator having transport coefficients differ-
ent to those in the Braginskii model. The viscosity coeffi-
cient arising from the Dougherty operator, for example, is
ηs0,Dougherty = 0.5nTs/(νss + νsr)
38. On the other hand the
Braginskii transport coefficients are computed from the exact
linearized Landau collision integral, and give the viscosities
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FIG. 19. Gyrokinetic (top) and fluid (bottom) plasma density snapshots at y= 0 and t = 10 ms. Colors set by extrema in gyrokinetic data.
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FIG. 20. Frequency spectrum of the density fluctuations of the gy-
rokinetic (solid blue) and fluid (orange dash-dot) simulations com-
puted near the location of maximum vE .
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FIG. 21. (a) Skewness and (b) excess kurtosis of the fluctuations as
a function of major radius in the gyrokinetic (solid blue) and fluid
(orange dash-dot) simulations.
η i0 = 0.96nTi/νii and η
e
0 = 0.96nTe/νei. One could change
the Braginskii viscosity, and other transport coefficients, to
better approximate Gkeyll’s. In fact, previous fluid simula-
tions of the Helimak either used an artificial value of ηe0 or
neglected it altogether. Including an artificial value of ηe0 is
more important when using reduced mass ratios, and it can
significantly alter the density and current profiles31. However,
it is still unclear to what extent matching transport coefficients
is crucial to the accurate simulation of this system. A safer
course of action is to implement a more accurate collision op-
erator, several of which are being developed that more closely
approach Braginskii transport coefficients in the highly colli-
sional limit39–41.
The collision operator, through its higher moments, also
provides the dissipative channel in the kinetic system. This
leads to, for example, collisional drift terms that have been
proposed for inclusion in fluid models30. These terms are
typically not considered as they are thought to be small com-
pared to the artificial diffusion (∝D) required by the numeri-
cal methods used in Braginskii codes. Those diffusion terms
can still impact the properties of the turbulence, but at the
levels reported here they did not account for a big portion
of GDB’s particle balance. Diffusion was of the same propor-
tion as errors in particle conservation, which we learned were
made less severe by accounting for the spatial variation of B
in the E ×B nonlinearity. In the future exactly conservative
formulations of fluid equations that obviate the need for these
hyperdiffusion terms may serve as a more reliable approach42.
In this sheath-dominated regime, the collisional refine-
ments are likely secondary to the influence of the sheath BCs.
As explained in section II, the parallel BCs in both codes
are not equivalent. Gkeyll’s innovative conducting sheath
boundary conditions25, have been successfully used to model
LAPD, Helimak, and NSTX. Recently a PIC equivalent has
also been used to develop particle simulations in open field
lines23. Despite their increasingly common adoption by ki-
netic codes, the Gkeyll Helimak simulations demonstrate
that these BCs do not satisfy the Bohm sheath criterion. These
BCs can also indirectly effect the turbulence and the cross-
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field spreading of the density profile by altering the particle
transit time. On the other hand, fluid codes almost universally
impose the Bohm criterion, either u‖i =±cs or |u‖i|=≥ cs. It
would be useful to know how the kinetic conducting BCs can
be modified in order to satisfy the Bohm sheath criterion, per-
haps by developing an improved rule for the reflection of the
electrons. However, it is unknown whether Bohm sheath BCs
are the correct choice for all simulations of laboratory plas-
mas. Derivation of this condition, for example, assumes am-
bipolar flows2, but a significant fraction of non-ambipolarity
has been measured in the tokamak scrape-off-layers43. There-
fore, more experimental diagnostics at the sheath will likely
prove helpful in exploring improved parallel BCs for gyroki-
netic and fluid models.
Beyond collision operators and parallel BCs, there are other
interesting enhancements that can be pursuedwith both codes.
We previously mentioned that there are better descriptions of
the geometry that could be implemented, and new versions
of Gkeyll and GDB already contain these capabilities. The
new version of Gkeyll, and the flux-coordinate independent
approach implemented in GDB tokamak simulations, can be
used to incorporate shear and as well as the vertical compo-
nent of the E×B velocity. Both codes can also run without
the Boussinesq approximation. In tokamak simulations this
sophistication did not always alter the results significantly44,
but no exhaustive scans of parameter space have been per-
formed. In the few Helimak simulations we have performed,
we note that incorporating the spatial variation n(x)/B2(x) in
the ion polarization can add a modest change to the perpendic-
ular profiles and very drastic changes to the parallel current
profiles31. The aforementioned enhancements may however
turn out to be minor when confronted with the high levels
of input power radiated away in the Helimak (>90%27); in-
cluding ionization, radiation cooling of electrons and charge
exchange will be essential for fully predictive simulations.
One improvement that we pursued and present here is the
use of a higher mass ratio. Since the GDB simulation is more
than 30 times cheaper we were able to run it with mi/me =
2000 with a negligible increase in cost. This is still much
less than the true Argon mi/me = 7.33× 104. These lighter
electrons resulted in a small reduction of the electron temper-
ature profile (figure 22a) and a relatively small correction to
the RMS fluctuation profile (figure 22b). Additional results
from these simulations can be found in the supplemental ma-
terials.
Ultimately, in our quest for predictive capability it is cru-
cial to accompany these fluid-kinetic comparisons with ex-
perimental validations. If one compares the results presented
here with experimental data27 it becomes clear that both codes
require improvements. The gyrokinetic model produced den-
sity fluctuations with a skewness profile and a frequency spec-
trum that is closer to those observed experimentally than those
obtained with the fluid code. Though many other diagnos-
tic channels exhibit some agreement between the two codes,
the average density, temperature, and δnrms radial profiles
have notable departures from experimental data. In the fu-
ture we will use and implement improvements to various fea-
tures in both codes. This task is partially aided by the the
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FIG. 22. (a) Radial electron temperature and (b) root-mean-squared
(RMS) fluctuation profiles at the bottom sheath for GDB simulations
with mi/me = 400 (orange dash-dot) and mi/me = 2000 (dotted
green). These were produced by the same procedure as figures 6
and 17.
reduced cost of GDB simulations; adding and testing new fea-
tures in the fluid model can help determine which improve-
ments should be prioritized in the gyrokinetic model in order
to use resources more efficiently. The new, faster version of
Gkeyll also allows for more rapid development and testing
of upgraded features.
Finally, a key inquiry of these fluid-kinetic comparisons is
whether the fluid or the gyrokinetic model is more appropriate
for modeling this and other SOL-like, open-field line systems.
The model in Gkeyll may at present be incomplete, but the
gyrokinetic system it is developing towards is free of certain
limitations inherent to the a moment, collisional closure as
Braginskii’s. As such it will eventually provide superior accu-
racy. But both Gkeyll and GDB are not fully developed; given
the maturity of these models (which is representative of the
models developed elsewhere) and the data presented here we
cannot provide a universal recommendation on which kind of
code is more suitable. In general we can remind the reader
that Gkeyll may be better suited to model a less-collisional
regime and to study kinetic effects. GDB is more computation-
ally affordable for modeling a high-collisionality regime and
is still able to capture many features of the gyrokinetic simula-
tions. It is clear that improvements are needed in both models,
though the general agreement between the two is encouraging
for both sides. This work represents a starting point for future
comparisons of fluid and kinetic models, including their re-
spective strengths and weaknesses, which will be essential in
the effort to achieve predictive modeling of advanced fusion
devices.
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Appendix A: GDB normalization
The two-fluid equations 7-15 are solved in the following
normalized form:
de lnn
dt
=−∇ ·v⊥− εv∇‖u‖e+
Sn
n
+Dlnn (A1)
∂ω
∂ t
= C(pe)+ τC(pi)+
εv
αdεR
∇‖ j‖−C(Gi)
−∇ ·
{ n
B3
[φ ,h]+
√
τεv
n
B2
u‖i∇‖h
}
+Dω (A2)
deu‖e
dt
=
mi
me
εv
(
∇‖φ
αd
− ∇‖pe
n
− 0.71∇‖Te+ 4
∇‖Ge
n
)
+η j‖+ εRαdTeC(u‖e)−
u‖e
n
Sn+Du‖e, (A3)
diu‖i
dt
=− εv√
τ
(
∇‖φ
αd
+ τ
∇‖pi
n
− 0.71∇‖Te− 4
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)
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τ
j‖− εRταdTiC(u‖i)−
u‖i
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de lnTe
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1
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di lnTi
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τεRαdC(Ti)+
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(A6)
where we used ∇ · v⊥ = εR
[C(φ)−αdC(pe)/n], h = ∇φ +
ταd (∇pi)/n, ω = ∇ ·nh/B2 is the generalized vorticity, and
j‖ = n
(√
τu‖i− u‖e
)
is the normalized current. The dy-
namic variables in physical units can be retrieved as follows:
nphys = nrefn, Tα ,phys = Tα ,refTα , φphys = Brefa
2φ/(ctref)),
v‖α ,phys = v‖α ,refv‖α , j‖phys = enrefu‖e,ref j‖. The dimen-
sionless magnetic field and major radius are defined by
Bphys = BrefB and Rphys = RrefR. The reference values
were nref = ne0, Bref = B0, Rref = R0, Ts,ref = Ts0, u‖s,ref =
css,ref =
√
Ts,ref/ms. Perpendicular lengths are normal-
ized to the machine’s width a = 1 m, and parallel ones
to the plasma center major radius R0. The reference
time is the interchange-like timescale tref =
√
aR0/2/cse,ref,
which for the reference parameters in this work gives
tref = 1.5145× 10−4 s. The normalized transport coeffi-
cients are εGi = 0.08ττi,ref/tref, εGe = 0.73τe,ref/(12tref), η =
0.51tref/τe,ref, κ
e = 3.2[2tref/(3nrefL
2
‖ref)]τe,refnrefTe,ref/me and
κ i = 3.9[2tref/(3nrefL
2
‖ref)]τi,refnrefTi,ref/mi. Here τs,ref refers
to the collisional period32. We also employ the dimen-
sionless variables εR = 2a/R0, εv = cse,reftref/R0, αd =
c2se,reftref/(Ωi,refa
2). The normalized functions arising from
the gyroviscous stress tensor are now
Gi = εGi
[
4
√
τεv∇‖u‖i+ εR
(
C(φ)+ ταd
C(pi)
n
)]
, (A7)
Ge = εGe
[
4εv∇‖u‖e+ εR
(
C(φ)−αd
C(pe)
n
)]
. (A8)
The normalized form of the time rate of change is
deF
dt
=
∂F
∂ t
+
1
B
[φ ,F ]+ εvu‖e∇‖F, (A9)
diG
dt
=
∂G
∂ t
+
1
B
[φ ,G]+
√
τεvu‖i∇‖G, (A10)
and the normalized curvature operator is C(F) = ∂F/∂y. We
also require the appropriate normalized form of the finite heat
flux BCs in equation 18. This is
∇‖ lnTe =∓
√
εR
3κe
γen
√
Te+ τTi exp
[
Λ−max
(
φ
αdTe
,0
)]
,
∇‖ lnTi =∓
√
εR
3κ i
γin
√
Te+ τTi,
(A11)
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where the upper (lower) sign is used at the top (bottom)
sheath. The heat transmission coefficients are γi = 2.5τTi/Te
and γe = 2+ |φ/(αdTe)|. On the other hand, the finite elec-
tron heat-flux BC that takes into account the convective and
frictional component of the heat-flux (equation 24) is imple-
mented as
∇‖ lnTe =∓n
√
Te+ τTi {0.71
+
√
εR
3κe
(
γe− 5
2
− 0.71
)
exp
[
Λ−max
(
φ
αdTe
,0
)]}
.
(A12)
Finally, unless stated otherwise the normalized diffusion co-
efficients were
χx (10
−17) χy (10−18) χ‖
Dlnn 0.30686 0.34384 0.30572
DlnTe 0.30686 0.34384 0
DlnTi 0.30686 0.34384 0
Du‖i 0.30686 0.34384 0.030572
Dω 6.5770 7.3697 0.30572
Du‖e 1.4206 1.5919 0.30572.
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